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What Do I Mean?

We all shoot for something.  The idea here is to 
“see” the finished work before the shutter is 
pressed and to consider what you want to convey 
to the viewer, when you aren’t there to explain your 
vision. 

Plenty of people will take your money to teach you 
to be “creative”.  I’m going to give it to you as a 
gift.



What Will You Need?

• An open mind 

• The will to invest in your sight 

• Camera, lenses, tripod, some neutral density 
filters, Photoshop 

• Willingness to learn about layers and masks



Consideration #1

• What is the “scale” of the image?  

• What are you trying to say? 

• Is this a story based on the photo as a whole, or 
are you wanting the viewer to look more closely?



Shooting for Scale
• If you would shoot the scene with a 24mm and one frame, 

don’t 

• Shoot the scene with a series of overlapping exposures 
using a 200mm so the total coverage of all your images is 
that of the 24mm 

• Use Photoshop’s panorama function to merge the images 
together into a single image, then reduce the size to that 
of the original single image 

• The drill-in detail is incredible giving a story that the viewer 
can dive into



Consideration #2

• What is the “time” of your image? 

!

• What happens to your subject during the “long 
instant”?



Shooting for Movement
• Super long exposure to capture movement, 30 

seconds or longer 

• Let the subject blur out keeping the background 
sharp, but keep the subject relevant to the 
viewer 

• Try this : Shoot stalks of corn or wheat in a 
breeze so you know what it is but cannot see it 
directly



Shooting for Movement

• Same idea as the prior exercise but you want to 
capture sharpness of the subject at some point 

• A story in movement, trapped in a moment 

• Try this : Use flash to freeze some part of the 
movement, beginning or end of exposure, but 
also in the middle



Consideration #3

• What is the “dimension” of the photo? 

• Does your perspective challenge the viewer to 
dive in and ask questions?



Shooting Dimension
• When you see a popular subject, don’t shoot it the 

way everyone else would 

• How does your view change the dimension of the 
subject? 

• How can you challenge the viewer to explore your 
image? 

• Try this : Find a spider web, spray it with mist.  
Shoot it edge on



Consideration #4
• What will you build tomorrow from images you 

make today? 

• Do you have a library of textures or skies? 

• What are you doing to prepare for the great 
image with the one lousy element? 

• How will you address the image with two 
subjects but you can only expose for one?



Shooting for Build

• Build a library of source images 

• Skies, trees, people, beaches, sunsets, sunrises, 
animals 

• Single subjects on simple backgrounds 

• Plan to extract your subjects using masks to 
build composites later - “put in a better sky”



Consideration #5

• What is the “range” of your photo? 

• How many stops of information are presented?   

• Are there ten zones of exposure?



Shooting for Range
• This is the non-HDR, HDR.  Your final image 

doesn’t look anything like an HDR image 

• Shoot multiple exposures at 1 ½ to 2 stop 
intervals and blend them together as 32bit HDRs 

• Photoshop and Photomatix Pro can do this 

• Try this : Inside a church with stained glass 
windows on a sunny day



Consideration #6

• What is the “depth” of the photo? 

• What story can apparently endless depth of field 
tell? 

• What story can zero depth of field tell?



Shooting for Depth
• Wide angle scene, small aperture, foreground 

element REALLY UP CLOSE 

• Same scene, same aperture, focus in middle distance 

• Same scene, same aperture, infinity focus 

• Stack the images in Photoshop 

• Try this : Beach scene with pier in distance, big rock 
in foreground



Shooting for Shallow

• An extreme macro shot of a subject with razor 
thin depth of field 

• Not the common route, unexpected, jarring 

• Only one part of the very tight image matters 

• Try this : the decaying edge of a rose petal is 
sharp, everything else is soft



Consideration #7

• What makes the right lens, “right”? 

• Why is it right? 

• What if you were to use it “wrong”



Shooting Wrong
• We all hear what different focal lengths are for 

• These rules work, hence why everyone follows 
them 

• Challenge yourself to go the other way 

• Try this : Shoot a portrait with an ultra wide.  
Shoot a landscape with a long telephoto.  And 
make it work.



Resources

• Photography and the Art of Seeing - Freeman 
Patterson 

• Photograph - edited by David DuChemin for 
Craft and Vision



Finis

Don’t be common.  If others have shot the same 
image, you don’t need to shoot it the same way.  
See your final view.  See differently.  Find your own 
vision.  Tell your own story.


